A. Rudin

Terms and Conditions

• A. Rudin Lead time is 12-14 weeks from receipt of ALL materials, detail approvals and deposit.
• All other lead times extended for represented furniture and lighting lines will be estimated in provided quotation.
• Lead times are subject to change.
• A. Rudin Furniture is F.O.B. A. Rudin Factory 6062 Alcoa Avenue, Vernon, CA 90058. A. Rudin furniture is wrapped in plastic for blanket wrap carrier. It is the responsibility of the specifier/purchaser to arrange any additional packing, crating and to make shipping arrangements. A commercial invoice will be supplied by A. Rudin. The preparation of any additional export documents would be the responsibility of the purchaser.
• All other represented furniture / lighting lines are F.O.B. from various locations and freight costs will reflect these variables.
• COM materials are to be shipped to A. Rudin Factory 6062 Alcoa Avenue, Vernon, CA 90058 with proper identification including order #, firm name and side mark on the packing slip.
• Fabric Application:

  The Factory will apply fabric per direction included in the COM form provided by client. Neglect to provide proper instruction regarding fabric placement on the COM form could result in your order being placed on hold and could impact your estimated lead time. A signed and completed COM form with a physical sample (cutting) is required at the time of COM specification even if the textile chosen is an A. Rudin sold fabric as direction selection still applies. Non-Directional fabrics will be applied Railroaded to avoid unnecessary seams. If a fabric is to be applied “off the bolt” (non-railroaded) this detail must be specified in notes on the order in addition to details included in the COM Form required with your order.

• Knit Backing if deemed necessary by factory: 0-18 yards $90.00/ OR over 18 yards $7.00 per yard
• A. Rudin is not responsible for the final result in seaming details involving mohair, high-pile velvet or other fabrics with a nap that could result in smilling or crushing. It is highly recommended to specify cording or trim to cover seaming details if this is a point of sensitivity.
• As normal industry practice for custom / made-to-order furniture, A. Rudin requires a 50% deposit to begin production. Balance CBD. All Sales are final.
• Shop drawing (if required for custom items only) please add $250.00 per drawing. Muslin partial mockup (if required for custom items only) please add $500.00 per mockup. Drawing and mockup will add to lead time.
• Rudin furniture is built to meet California Technical Bulletin 117 -2013 fire code specification. Pursuant to California Technical Bulletin 133 or any other specific fire requirement, it is the responsibility of the specifier/purchaser to determine site requirements. CAL 133 or any other fire requirement will be quoted separately if specified or requested.
• Any claims made against A. Rudin, our represented vendor partners, or contracted freight carrier(s) for shortage or damage must be made in writing within 72 hours after receipt of shipment and must be accompanied by original transportation bill signed by the carrier noting that the carrier received the products in the conditions claimed.
• Returns for repair require prior written authorization. It is recommended that clients carefully inspect all items at the time of delivery and note damages on the original bill of lading.
• Original packing materials should be retained until the client and / or carrier conducts a complete on-site inspection. Incomplete inspections and / or neglecting to notify A. Rudin of a claim within a 72 hour period from the receipt of product could result in complications and / or delays in the repair process or a possible denial of claim.
• Furniture warranty is one year for any manufacturing defect under conditions of normal use and reasonable care. Damage as a result of misuse, abuse or shipping damage is not covered under warranty.